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Rise of the SuperheroesGreatest Silver Age Comic Books and Characters
Get the ultimate insights on the heyday of DC Comics. Spanning from 1935 to 1956, more than 600 pages of covers and interiors, original
illustrations, photographs, film stills, and ephemera chart the creators, the stories, and the game-changing super heroes Superman, Batman,
and Wonder Woman.
Collects Wolverine #1-4 [Author]; Uncanny X-Men #172 [Author]; #173.
The work provides a unique study of superheroes and gods in literature, popular culture, and ancient myth. The author selects a number of
mythological figures (e.g., Babylonia's Gilgamesh and Enkidu), ancient gods (e.g., Greece's Eros and Tartarus), and modern superheroes
(e.g., the United States' Superman and Captain Marvel) and identifies the often striking similarities between each unique category of
characters. The author contends that the vast majority of mythological superheroes follow the same archetypal character patterns, regardless
of each hero's unique time period or culture. Each of the first nine chapters examines the heroes and gods of a particular region or country,
while the final chapter examines modern descendants of the hero prototype like Batman and Spiderman and several infamous anti-heroes
(for example, Dracula and The Hulk).
Collecting Rise Of The Black Panther #1-6. The secret origin of T’Challa, the Black Panther! Wakanda has always kept itself isolated from
Western society, but that’s about to change. Young T’Challa knows he’s destined to become king, but when his father is murdered by
outsiders, he finds himself taking up a mantle he may not be ready for. Experience the troubled reign of King T’Chaka! Discover the mother
T’Challa never knew! And see how the world first learns of the wondrous nation of Wakanda — including Namor, King of Atlantis; the Winter
Soldier; and the ruler of Latveria, Doctor Doom! Plus: As Erik Killmonger makes a devastating move, a missing chapter of T’Challa and
Storm’s lifelong romance comes to light — and the Black Panther must decide his unique role in a world full of super heroes!
Superheroes have been the major genre to emerge from comics and graphic novels, saturating popular culture with images of muscular men
and sexy women. A major aspect of this genre is identity in the roles played by individuals, the development of identities through extended
stories and in the ways the characters inspire audiences. This collection analyses stories from popular comics franchises such as Batman,
Captain America, Ms Marvel and X-Men, alongside less well known comics such as Kabuki and Flex Mentallo. It explores what superhero
narratives can reveal about our attitudes towards femininity, race, maternity, masculinity and queer culture. Using this approach, the volume
asks questions such as why there are no black supervillains in mainstream comics, how second wave feminism and feminist film theory may
help us to understand female comic book characters, the ways in which Flex Mentallo transcends the boundaries of straightness and gayness
and how both fans and industry appropriate the sexual identity of superheroes. The book was originally published in a special issue of the
Journal of Graphic Novels and Comics.
They Could Be Heroes Rise of the Superheroes--Greatest Silver Age Comic Books and Characters is a visual and entertaining adventure
exploring one of the most popular and significant eras of comic book history. From 1956 to 1970, the era gave us Spider-Man, The Avengers,
X-Men, The Incredible Hulk, Iron Man and a flurry of other unforgettable and formidable characters. The Silver Age redefined and
immortalized superheroes as the massive pop culture titans they are today. Lavishly illustrated with comic book covers and original art, the
book chronicles: • The new frontier of DC Comics, with a revamped Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman, and new characters including
Hawkman • Marvel's new comics featuring Thor and The Fantastic Four • The pop art years that saw Batman's "new look" and the TV series
• Independent characters, including Fat Fury and T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents • Spotlights new and re-imagined superheroes, like Wonder
Woman, who have become central to modern pop culture • Includes values of these comics, which are popular with collectors Thanks to the
Silver Age, superheroes are bigger and badder than ever.
Skelton leads the reader through fast-paced discussions of such striking phenomena as the influence of Christ's life on superheroes, and the
similarities between the devil and comic book protagonists.

Nominated for the 2019 Will Eisner Comic Industry Award for Best Comics-Related Book More than one hundred of the
strangest sidekicks in comics history, complete with backstories, vintage art, and colorful commentary. This collection
affectionately spotlights forgotten helpers like Thunderfoot (explosive-soled assistant to the Human Bomb), super-pets
like Frosting (polar bear pal of space hero Norge Benson), fan favorites like Rick Jones (sidekick to half of the Marvel
Universe), and obscure partners of iconic heroes (Superman Junior's career barely got off the ground). Included are
pernicious profiles of henchmen and minions, the sidekicks of the supervillain world. Casual comics readers and diehard
enthusiasts alike will relish the hilarious commentary and vintage art from obscure old comics.
Led by the original patriotic superhero The Shield, the New Crusaders defend the city of Red Circle from evil in the
tradition of the Mighty Crusaders, America’s greatest superhero team! Over a decade ago, The Mighty Crusaders did the
impossible: they won. Successful in their battle against evil and finding they'd made the world a better place, the heroes
founded the town of Red Circle to start families, unwind and take a much-deserved rest. For all their kids (and some of
their spouses!) know, these everyday people have spent their entire lives as accountants, teachers, lawyers and
handymen--totally normal. Until now. When a vicious and deadly villain from their past returns, the heroes vanish, their
families shattered, and only one of them remains standing: the Shield. The Shield collects the remaining children of the
lost Red Circle heroes and ushers them to safety in an underground bunker--the last remaining vestige of their parents'
past lives--to reveal the truth about their parents, the monster that took them, and their own unique super-powers. "You
are our last, best hope. You are the New Crusaders." From the Trade Paperback edition.
The action movie has been the film genre that most represents Hollywood to the world, as action films find blockbuster
success at box offices internationally. Studying its trends, key components, and visual excesses, this edition traces the
genre's evolution to reveal how it has come to assume its place of prominence in American culture.
In 1938, Superman debuted, jumping off the pages of Action Comics #1. In the cultural context of the Great Depression
and World War II, the U.S. would see the rise of the superhero not only in comic books but in radio programs, animated
cartoons and television shows. Superman forever changed one’s concept of the hero and became permanently
engrained in both American and worldwide culture. This study explores the Man of Steel’s narrative as a fresh
perspective on readings of the Bible—his character is reflected in such figures as Moses, Samson and Jesus. The author
argues that if we read the Bible it can be said we are reading about Superman.
A fascinating written exploration of the superhero phenomenon, from its beginnings in the depths of Great Depression to
the blockbuster movies of today. For over 90 years, superheroes have been interrogated, deconstructed, and reinvented.
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In this wide-ranging study, Robb looks at the diverse characters, their creators, and the ways in which their creations
have been reinvented for successive generations. Inevitably, the focus is on the United States, but the context is
international, including an examination of characters developed in India and Japan in reaction to the traditional American
hero. Sections examine: the birth of the superhero, including Superman, in 1938; the DC family (Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman and The Justice Society/League of America), from the 1940s to the 1960s; the superheroes enlistment
in the war effort in the 1940s and 50s; their neutering by the Comics Code; the challenge to DC from the Marvel family
(The Fantastic Four, Spider-Man, and The X-Men), from the 1960s to the 1980s; the superhero as complex anti-hero;
superheroes deconstructed in the 1980s (The Watchmen and Frank Miller’s Batman), and their politicization;
independent comic book creators and new publishers in the 1980s and 90s; superheroes in retreat, and their rebirth at
the movies in blockbusters from Batman to Spider-Man and The Avengers.
Carmine Infantino. Steve Ditko. Jack Kirby. Gil Kane. Joe Kubert. Gene Colan. Jim Steranko. Neal Adams. Some of the
greatest comic book artists of their generation, who created some of their greatest work during The Silver Age of Comics
(circa1956-1970). They not only drew definitive versions of the medium’s greatest characters including The Flash,
Batman, Captain America, Superman, Thor, Green Lantern, Spider-Man, Dr. Strange, Green Arrow and more— but set
trends in the art of comic book storytelling. Now this popular and influential body of work, along with each artist’s
thoughts, ideas and commentary, is presented in The Silver Age of Comic Book Art, a coffee table comic book art history
book written and designed in a daringly different format by comic book historian and illustrator Arlen Schumer, and
published in hardcover and digital/e-book editions by Archway Publishing (from Simon & Schuster). Dynamic spreads of
the actual printed comic art, graphically enlarged, are integrated with comic-styled text, often by the artists themselves,
that replaces the original comic book copy with more personalized prose that places the art firmly in the period it was
created: the turbulent 1960s. By creating a comic book history book that reads like a comic book, Schumer succeeds
spectacularly in making you see, as if for the first time, the comics you’ve been reading your whole life. “Arlen Schumer
documents an important period in comic book history, told with an explosive format and stunning design. It re?ects the
kinetic rhythm of the era.” — Will Eisner (1917-2005), creator of The Spirit and the graphic novel A Contract with God
"Through the years, I’ve had the pleasure of seeing many books that pay tribute to the art of comics, but Arlen Schumer
has created an entirely new format in presenting the art and words of the artists. It's the most comprehensive and
personal way a fan or colleague can learn what lies beneath the art. Arlen has found the perfect way to inform and
entertain. It’s simply awesome —and the best representation of my work ever!” —Gene Colan (1926-2011), legendary
comic book artist “A lovingly crafted tribute to the superhero comic of the 1960s, The Silver Age of Comic Book Art
recaptures the four-color visionary surge of the era, its jet-age psychedelic rush of imagination and the titanic, luminous
?gures, both real and imaginary, that glittered in its ?rmament. For a brief moment in the late 20th century, it seemed as if
the spirit of the age wore a vivid leotard, a chest emblem, and traveled in a strobing blur of speed lines. For anyone with
any interest in or affection for that moment, this beautiful volume is indispensible.” — Alan Moore, author of Swamp Thing
and Watchmen For more on The Silver Age of Comic Book Book Art, join Arlen’s Facebook group of the same name,
and visit Arlen’s website: www.arlenschumer.com
This book analyzes the cinematic superhero as social practice. The study’s critical context brings together
psychoanalysis and restorative and reflective nostalgia as a way of understanding the ideological function of superhero
fantasy. It explores the origins of cinematic superhero fantasy from antecedents in myth and religion, to twentieth-century
comic book, to the cinematic breakthrough with Superman (1978). The authors then focus on Spider-Man as reflective
response to Superman’s restorative nostalgia, and read MCU’s overarching narrative from Iron Man to End Game in
terms of the concurrent social, political, and environmental conditions as a world in crisis. Zornado and Reilly take up
Wonder Woman and Black Panther as self-conscious attempts to reflect on gender and race in restorative superhero
fantasy, and explore Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight trilogy as a meditation on the need for authoritarian fascism. The
book concludes with Logan, Wonder Woman 1984, and Amazon Prime’s The Boys as distinctly reflective fantasy
narratives critical of the superhero fantasy phenomenon.
A group of powerful villains band together under the Sinestro Corps to try and rid the cosmos of the Green Lanterns and
estrablish a new order in the galaxy.
Collects Thanos Rising #1-5. The vile face of Thanos left audiences in shock after last summer's Marvel Studios' "The Avengers"
movie...but who is this eerily disturbing villain? Discover the hidden truth, as Thanos rises as the unrivaled rogue of wretchedness
in this gripping tale of tragedy, deceit and destiny. Where did this demi-god of destruction come from - and more importantly, what
does he want from the universe? Death has been shadowing Thanos for his entire life, watching his inner darkness grow...but
why? The answers come from the incredible creative team of Jason Aaron (Wolverine, X-Men Origins) and Simone Bianchi
(Wolverine, Astonishing X-Men)! Prepare for a journey that will not only change the course of one boy's life...but will soon change
the very nature of the Marvel Universe. What comes after "Marvel NOW!"? Whatever it is, it starts HERE!
In the hands of dozens of writers and artists, DC Comics Justice League of America (JLA) has experienced moments that can be
intensely personal or of great cosmic importance. The comic's ability to shift in tone has always kept the team interesting and
reflects the changing tastes among the readers and the times when each moment occurred. The Justice League, the team also
known as the World’s Greatest Super-Heroes, have flowered and foundered, seen their ranks swell and shrink, and risen and
fallen in sales popularity, but remaining a fixture in pop cultures for decades. What you will see on the pages that follow are one
hundred of the greatest moments, each one a piece of the mosaic that is the Justice League. From their first rallying issue to the
League finally reaching the big screen in the 2017 feature film Justice League, the members and their stories has remained
entertaining for readers and watchers . The selections of iconic comic moments to come were not chosen in a vacuum. Moments
chosen consist of nominations from various Facebook fan groups as well as former JLA scribes Mark Waid, Kurt Busiek, J.M.
DeMatteis, Bob Rozakis, Gerry Conway, Marv Wolfman and former DC editors Michael Eury and KC Carlson. Ace researcher and
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comics historian John Wells and current JLA editor Brian Cunningham also offered input on the most contemporary selections.
The Caped Crusade is a fascinating, critically acclaimed chronicle of the rises and falls of one of the world's most iconic
superheroes and the fans who love him--now with a new afterword. For nearly a century, Batman has cycled through eras of dark
melodrama and light comedy and back again. How we perceive his character, whether he's delivering dire threats in a raspy
Christian Bale growl or trading blithely homoerotic double entendres with Robin the Boy Wonder, speaks to who we are and how
we wish to be seen by the world. It's this endless adaptability that has made him so lasting, and ultimately human. But it's also
Batman's fundamental nerdiness that uniquely resonates with his fans and makes them fiercely protective of him. As Weldon
charts the evolution of Gotham's Guardian from Bob Kane and Bill Finger's hyphenated hero to Christopher Nolan's post-9/11 Dark
Knight, he reveals how this symbol of justice has made us who we are today and why his legacy remains so strong. Wellresearched, insightful, and engaging, The Caped Crusade, with a new afterword by the author, has something for everyone.
Meanwhile, back in the darkened alleys of a city near you... trouble is brewing. A fight breaks out. A mugger shakes down an
innocent tourist. Inequality is on the rise. Enter our heroes. Dark Guardian chases off an angry drug dealer in Manhattan. Mr.
Xtreme charges in and breaks up a San Diego bar brawl. T.O. Ronin hugs a homeless man on the snowy streets of Toronto.
These aren’t the big-screen or comic-book heroes that have been increasingly dominating pop culture. They’re real-life
superheroes: individuals who take on masked personae to fight crime and help the helpless. They don’t have superpowers, but
they do try to make the world a better place. Lifelong comic-book fan and veteran journalist Peter Nowak goes to the source of this
phenomenon, meeting with real-life superheroes in North America and around the world to get their stories and investigate what
the movement means for the future of society. To some people, real-life superheroes may seem like quirky outliers or dangerous
vigilantes but, as Nowak shows, they are also archetypes whose job is to remind us of the better part of human nature.
Rise of the Superheroes--Greatest Silver Age Comic Books and Characters is a visual and entertaining adventure exploring one of
the most popular and significant eras of comic book history. From 1956 to 1970, the era gave us Spider-Man, The Avengers, XMen, The Incredible Hulk, Iron Man and a flurry of other unforgettable and formidable characters. The Silver Age redefined and
immortalized superheroes as the massive pop culture titans they are today.--Provided by Publisher.
Superman, Batman, Spider-Man, Iron Man, Wonder Woman, the Avengers, the X-Men, Watchmen, and more: the companion
volume to the PBS documentary series of the same name that tells the story of the superhero in American popular culture.
Together again for the first time, here come the greatest comic book superheroes ever assembled between two covers: down from
the heavens—Superman and the Mighty Thor—or swinging over rooftops—the Batman and Spider-Man; star-spangled, like Captain
America and Wonder Woman, or clad in darkness, like the Shadow and Spawn; facing down super-villains on their own, like the
Flash and the Punisher or gathered together in a team of champions, like the Avengers and the X-Men! Based on the three-part
PBS documentary series Superheroes, this companion volume chronicles the never-ending battle of the comic book industry, its
greatest creators, and its greatest creations. Covering the effect of superheroes on American culture—in print, on film and
television, and in digital media—and the effect of American culture on its superheroes, Superheroes: Capes, Cowls, and the
Creation of Comic Book Culture appeals to readers of all ages, from the casual observer of the phenomenon to the most exacting
fan of the genre. Drawing from more than 50 new interviews conducted expressly for Superheroes!—creators from Stan Lee to
Grant Morrison, commentators from Michael Chabon to Jules Feiffer, actors from Adam West to Lynda Carter, and filmmakers
such as Zach Snyder—this is an up-to-the-minute narrative history of the superhero, from the comic strip adventurers of the Great
Depression, up to the blockbuster CGI movie superstars of the 21st Century. Featuring more than 500 full-color comic book
panels, covers, sketches, photographs of both essential and rare artwork, Superheroes is the definitive story of this powerful
presence in pop culture.
Comic Book Movies explores how this genre serves as a source for modern-day myths, sometimes even incorporating ancient
mythic figures like Thor and Wonder Woman’s Amazons, while engaging with the questions that haunt a post-9/11 world: How do
we define heroism and morality today? How far are we willing to go when fighting terror? How can we resist a dystopian state?
Film scholar Blair Davis also considers how the genre’s visual style is equally important as its weighty themes, and he details how
advances in digital effects have allowed filmmakers to incorporate elements of comic book art in innovative ways. As he reveals,
comic book movies have inspired just as many innovations to Hollywood’s business model, with film franchises and transmedia
storytelling helping to ensure that the genre will continue its reign over popular culture for years to come.
The definitive, revelatory biography of Marvel Comics icon Stan Lee, a writer and entrepreneur who reshaped global pop
culture—at a steep personal cost “A biography that reads like a thriller or a whodunit . . . scrupulously honest, deeply damning, and
sometimes even heartbreaking.”—Neil Gaiman Stan Lee was one of the most famous and beloved entertainers to emerge from the
twentieth century. He served as head editor of Marvel Comics for three decades and, in that time, became known as the creator of
more pieces of internationally recognizable intellectual property than nearly anyone: Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men, Black
Panther, the Incredible Hulk . . . the list goes on. His carnival-barker marketing prowess helped save the comic-book industry and
superhero fiction. His cameos in Marvel movies have charmed billions. When he died in 2018, grief poured in from around the
world, further cementing his legacy. But what if Stan Lee wasn’t who he said he was? To craft the definitive biography of Lee,
Abraham Riesman conducted more than 150 interviews and investigated thousands of pages of private documents, turning up
never-before-published revelations about Lee’s life and work. True Believer tackles tough questions: Did Lee actually create the
characters he gained fame for creating? Was he complicit in millions of dollars’ worth of fraud in his post-Marvel life? Which
members of the cavalcade of grifters who surrounded him were most responsible for the misery of his final days? And, above all,
what drove this man to achieve so much yet always boast of more?
The unforgettable, best-selling miniseries by acclaimed writer Mark Waid and superstar painter Alex Ross returns, with a
sketchbook section, annotations on the series, rare art and more! Set just after the dawn of the 21st century in a world spinning
inexorably out of control comes this grim tale of youth versus experience, tradition versus change and what defines a hero.
KINGDOM COME is a riveting story pitting the old guard—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and their peers—against a new,
uncompromising generation and ultimately in the final war against each other to determine nothing less than the future of the
planet.
/John Byrne As World War II rages on, Batman and Captain America, along with their teenaged sidekicks Robin and Bucky, must
become allies to combat the villainy of their greatest foes, the Joker and the Red Skull. This fun, fast paced tale is co-published
with Marvel Comics and is drawn in a style reminiscent of the 1940s Golden Age of
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Today, superheroes are more popular than ever, with action-packed movies, TV shows, comic books, graphic novels, and other
genres celebrating themThe craft has become more sophisticated, the stories more intricate, with the entire art-form now elevated
and celebrated. For as long as characters such as Batman, Wonder Woman, Spider-Man, Thor, Captain America, etc. have been
a part of popular culture, the oldest "modern" superhero is only just over 80 years old, that being Superman. Now, in a new Special
Edition from LIFE, Rise of the Superhero, which includes an introduction by the legendary Stan Lee, the editors of LIFE trace the
superhero phenomenon from its earliest days, then explores the superheroes of today, through historical and current photographs
and entertaining text. Essays place the evolution of various superheroes throughout the context of world events through each
decade, antiheroes are explored, and the technology that has been used to create the movies and comic books - and influenced
the stories - is explained, giving the reader a complete and concise history of the genre. An exclusive bonus showcases the great
Adam West, the original TV Batman, with little-seen photos. Celebrate the history of great superheroes with this keepsake
collectible.
This comprehensive collection of essays written by a practicing psychiatrist shows that superheroes are more about superegos
than about bodies and brawn, even though they contain subversive sexual subtexts that paved the path for major social shifts of
the late 20th century.
This book celebrates the 100 greatest superhero films and tv shows from the early 1940s to the present. Each entry includes a plot
summary, background information, production details, critical reception, box office results, awards, and commentary assessing the
film or show's contribution to the superhero genre and popular culture.
Face front, true believers! The Captain has made her return and oh, how mighty it is. It's a bold new frontier for Carol Danvers as
she soars to new heights in her greatest mission yet-leader of the all-new Alpha Flight space program. Yup, Alpha Flight. As
earth's first line of defense, Carol and her team aim to protect the planet from extraterrestrial threats. But can Carol be a soldier
and a diplomat? Especially when an unknown enemy emerges that Carol can't quite punch. The superstar team behind Marvel's
Agent Carter television series, Tara Butters and Michele Fazekas, make their comics debut alongside the awesomely-talented Kris
Anka. COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL #1-5.
Soon to be an HBO original series, Watchmen, the groundbreaking series from award-winning author Alan Moore, presents a
world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history--the U.S. won the Vietnam War, Nixon is still president,
and the Cold War is in full effect. Considered the greatest graphic novel in the history of the medium, the Hugo Award-winning
story chronicles the fall from grace of a group of superheroes plagued by all-too-human failings. Along the way, the concept of the
superhero is dissected as an unknown assassin stalks the erstwhile heroes. This edition of Watchmen, the groundbreaking series
from Alan Moore, the award-winning writer of V For Vendetta and Batman: The Killing Joke, and features art from industry legend
Dave Gibbons, with high-quality, recolored pages found in Watchmen: Abslolute Edtion.
The first-ever full reckoning with Marvel Comics’ interconnected, half-million-page story, a revelatory guide to the “epic of
epics”—and to the past sixty years of American culture—from a beloved authority on the subject who read all 27,000+ Marvel
superhero comics and lived to tell the tale “Brilliant, eccentric, moving and wholly wonderful. . . . Wolk proves to be the perfect
guide for this type of adventure: nimble, learned, funny and sincere. . . . All of the Marvels is magnificently marvelous. Wolk’s work
will invite many more alliterative superlatives. It deserves them all.” —Junot Díaz, New York Times Book Review The superhero
comic books that Marvel Comics has published since 1961 are, as Douglas Wolk notes, the longest continuous, self-contained
work of fiction ever created: over half a million pages to date, and still growing. The Marvel story is a gigantic mountain smack in
the middle of contemporary culture. Thousands of writers and artists have contributed to it. Everyone recognizes its protagonists:
Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men. Eighteen of the hundred highest-grossing movies of all time are based on parts of it. Yet
not even the people telling the story have read the whole thing—nobody’s supposed to. So, of course, that’s what Wolk did: he
read all 27,000+ comics that make up the Marvel Universe thus far, from Alpha Flight to Omega the Unknown. And then he made
sense of it—seeing into the ever-expanding story, in its parts and as a whole, and seeing through it, as a prism through which to
view the landscape of American culture. In Wolk’s hands, the mammoth Marvel narrative becomes a fun-house-mirror history of
the past sixty years, from the atomic night terrors of the Cold War to the technocracy and political division of the present day—a
boisterous, tragicomic, magnificently filigreed epic about power and ethics, set in a world transformed by wonders. As a work of
cultural exegesis, this is sneakily significant, even a landmark; it’s also ludicrously fun. Wolk sees fascinating patterns—the rise
and fall of particular cultural aspirations, and of the storytelling modes that conveyed them. He observes the Marvel story’s
progressive visions and its painful stereotypes, its patches of woeful hackwork and stretches of luminous creativity, and the way it
all feeds into a potent cosmology that echoes our deepest hopes and fears. This is a huge treat for Marvel fans, but it’s also a
revelation for readers who don’t know Doctor Strange from Doctor Doom. Here, truly, are all of the marvels.
And 1970s, and the dark and violent creatures who embody the pre- and post-millennial crises of faith. Lavishly illustrated, the
articles come to startling conclusions about what we have really been reading under the covers with flashlights for generations.
Annotation ©2004 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
A thrilling sci-fi, superhero novel, where in the distant future, a gang of thieves and murderers called The Blades have begun their
assault on Lattice Light City. Dr. Phillip Redman, a scientist out to protect the citizens of the city, initiates his biggest, and most
controversial experiment to date. Project Nitro. Five individuals are transformed into super-powered biohumans. Each with their
own unique abilities to better help their cause. Together, they must fight through the ranks of The Blades, to reach their mysterious
leader and stop whatever The Blades have planned for Lattice Light. However, with dangerous chemicals, new technology, and
super-powered villains lining the streets, The Nitros will need to master their abilities and perfect the art of teamwork in order to
survive and finally bring the reign of The Blades to an end.
Alex Knight struggles to find a place between superheroes and supervillains in this explosive sequel to The Cloak Society, which
School Library Journal says has "the same wide appeal as Rick Riordan's Percy Jackson books." The Cloak Society has just
pulled off the greatest takedown in Sterling City's history—but twelve-year-old Alex Knight has turned his back on the supervillains
who raised him, and is fighting for the other side. Working with the superheroes is easier said than done, though . . . especially
when your new teammates aren't sure your days as a villain are over. Praised by Publishers Weekly for its "rapid-fire, comic
book–style action," the Cloak Society trilogy delivers high-stakes battles, extraordinary superpowers, and an original twist on the
superhero stories readers know and love. Fans of the 39 Clues and the Alex Rider Adventures will be hooked!
The Ultimate Superhero Movie Guide is a thrilling journey through the history of the world's favourite movie genre. From the early
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glories of Superman and Tim Burton's Batman, to the modern dominance of Marvel and DC's cinematic universes, this book
celebrates the stars, stunts and special effects that have brought dozens of legendary comic book heroes to the big screen.
Featuring a blend of reviews, lists, features and interviews covering everything from the Marvel Cinematic Universe to cult classics
like Constantine and Hellboy, this is a celebration of superhero movies unlike anything else in the market.
Over the years, the companies have deployed an arsenal of schemes in an attempt to outmaneuver the competition, whether it be
stealing ideas, poaching employees, planting spies, ripping off characters or launching price wars. Sometimes the feud has been
vicious, at other times, more cordial. But it has never completely disappeared, and it simmers on a low boil to this day. This is the
story of the greatest corporate rivalry never told. Other books have revealed elements of the Marvel-DC battle, but this will be the
first one to put it all together into a single, juicy narrative. It will also serve as an alternate history of the superhero, told through the
lens of these two publishers.
A riveting work of historical detection, revealing that the origins of one of the world’s most iconic Superheroes hides within it a
fascinating family story — and a crucial history of twentieth-century feminism. Wonder Woman, created in 1941, is the most popular
female superhero of all time. Aside from Superman and Batman, no superhero has lasted as long or commanded so vast and
wildly passionate a following. Like every other superhero, Wonder Woman has a secret identity. Unlike every other superhero, she
also has a secret history. Harvard historian and New Yorker staff writer Jill Lepore has uncovered an astonishing trove of
documents, including the never-before-seen private papers of William Moulton Marston, Wonder Woman’s creator. Beginning in
his undergraduate years at Harvard, Marston was influenced by early suffragists and feminists, starting with Emmeline Pankhurst,
who was banned from speaking on campus in 1911, when Marston was a freshman. In the 1920s, Marston and his wife, Sadie
Elizabeth Holloway, brought into their home Olive Byrne, the niece of Margaret Sanger, one of the most influential feminists of the
twentieth century. The Marston family story is a tale of drama, intrigue, and irony. In the 1930s, Marston and Byrne wrote a regular
column for Family Circle celebrating conventional family life, even as they themselves pursued lives of extraordinary
nonconformity. Marston, internationally known as an expert on truth — he invented the lie detector test — lived a life of secrets, only
to spill them on the pages of Wonder Woman. The Secret History of Wonder Woman is a tour de force of intellectual and cultural
history. Wonder Woman, Lepore argues, is the missing link in the history of the struggle for women’s rights — a chain of events
that begins with the women’s suffrage campaigns of the early 1900s and ends with the troubled place of feminism a century later.
PRAISE FOR JILL LEPORE ‘Few historians handle weirdness as deftly or thoughtfully as Lepore … [Her] brilliance lies in knowing
what to do with the material she has. In her hands, the Wonder Woman story unpacks not only a new cultural history of feminism,
but a theory of history as well.’ The New York Times Book Review ‘Ms Lepore’s lively, surprising and occasionally salacious
history is far more than the story of a comic strip. The author, a professor of history at Harvard, places Wonder Woman squarely in
the story of women’s rights in America — a cycle of rights won, lost and endlessly fought for again … Her superb narrative brings
that history vividly into the present, weaving individual lives into the sweeping changes of the century.’ The Wall Street Journal
The Amazing Spider-Man. The Incredible Hulk. The Invincible Iron Man. Black Panther. These are just a few of the iconic
superheroes to emerge from the mind of Stan Lee. From the mean streets of Depression-era New York City to recipient of the
National Medal of Arts, Lee’s life has been almost as remarkable as the thrilling adventures he spun for decades. From millions of
comic books fans of the 1960s through billions of moviegoers around the globe, Stan Lee has touched more people than almost
any person in the history of popular culture. In Stan Lee: The Man behind Marvel, Bob Batchelor offers an eye-opening look at this
iconic visionary, a man who created (with talented artists) many of history’s most legendary characters. In this energetic and
entertaining biography, Batchelor explores how Lee capitalized on natural talent and hard work to become the editor of Marvel
Comics as a teenager. After toiling in the industry for decades, Lee threw caution to the wind and went for broke, co-creating the
Fantastic Four, Spider-Man, Hulk, Iron Man, the X-Men, the Avengers, and others in a creative flurry that revolutionized comic
books for generations of readers. Marvel superheroes became a central part of pop culture, from collecting comics to innovative
merchandising, from superhero action figures to the ever-present Spider-Man lunchbox. Batchelor examines many of Lee’s most
beloved works, including the 1960s comics that transformed Marvel from a second-rate company to a legendary publisher. This
book reveals the risks Lee took to bring the characters to life and Lee’s tireless efforts to make comic books and superheroes part
of mainstream culture for more than fifty years. Stan Lee: The Man behind Marvel not only reveals why Lee developed into such a
central figure in American entertainment history, but brings to life the cultural significance of comic books and how the superhero
genre reflects ideas central to the American experience. Candid, authoritative, and utterly absorbing, this is a biography of a man
who dreamed of one day writing the Great American Novel, but ended up doing so much more—changing American culture by
creating new worlds and heroes that have entertained generations of readers.
In a world full of super powers, Felix has a pretty crappy one.He has the ability to modify any item he owns. To upgrade anything.
Sounds great on paper. Almost like a video game.Except that the amount of power it takes to actually change, modify, or upgrade
anything worthwhile is beyond his abilities.With that in mind, Felix settled into a normal life. A normal job.His entire world changes
when the city he lives in is taken over by a Super Villain. Becoming a country of one city. A city state.Surprisingly, not a whole lot
changed. Politicians were still corrupt. Banks still held onto your money. And criminals still committed crime.Though the black
market has become more readily available. And in that not so black market, Felix discovers he has a way to make his power useful
after all, and grasps a hold of his chance with both hands.Warning and minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence,
undefined relationships/partial harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is as tactful as a dog at a cat show. Read
at your own risk.
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